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Biotech-created

tomatoes ripe
for controversy
Marketers brace for activists' knife
By Bradley
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the Killer Tomatoes" or the solu- I on TV and radio public service
tion to decades of bland vegeta- I announcements and plans to take
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Mr. Rifkin also said he has the
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next year. and
marketers must decide what to , hacking
of 1,500 "celebrity
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Are biotech tomatoes the wave of the
future? Calgene Inc., which will market
F1avr Savr (I.), thinks so; Jeremy Rifkin's Pure Food Campaign disagrees.
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The produce is engineered to be
fresher and better tasting yearround.
But a consumer activist is leading a campaign to wither the tomatoes even before they arrive.
Calgene Inc., a decade-old biotechnology company, expects to
introduce the first genetically alterect tomato. Flavr Savr, a year

from now,
DNA Plant Technology Corp.
in the second
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single-market
.
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Los Angeles.
He intends to single out any
packaged-food marketer that experiments
with genetic engineering. "We're going to give
Calgene more publicity than they
could ever have hoped for," Mr.
Rifkin said. "We promise them
(Flavr SavrJ will be dead on ar-

, rival."
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nology," he said.
to a tomato crossed with a floun- I Calgene plans to introduce
der.
I Flavr Savr regionally next year,
A decidedly different cam- ' with national expansion "a funcpaign is being orchestrated
by , tion of consumer acceptance and
Jeremy Rifkin, president of Pure i tomato supply," Mr. Benoit said.
Food Campaign. a grouo formed
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"You can't mislead the public,"
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in contrast to the typical suoer- ' sweet tomato looks far less ripe
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! tracted from a tomato plant.
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president of marketing consuit- , taken a posItion on it yet.
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